PLAGIARISM

When you use the words or original ideas of another person, you must cite that person’s work in your essay. If you use the exact words from another person, you must use quotation marks to indicate that those words are not your own in addition to citing them. While paraphrasing or rewording another work in your essay does not require quotation marks, a citation is still necessary. Failure to cite information is PLAGIARISM.

The Chicago Manual of Style (16th edition) uses many different citation systems, all of which can be modified to suit the individual preferences of the professor. For this reason, be sure to follow the instructions provided by your professor or instructor. This handout is a basic guideline to The Chicago Manual of Style’s footnote with a bibliography system and may not match the exact specifications of your professor.

FOOTNOTES, ENDNOTES, AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES

The Chicago Manual of Style basic citation system generally uses a bibliography in conjunction with a system of endnotes, footnotes, or both. Notes should generally be numbered and correspond to superscripted reference numbers within the text of your document. When used in addition to a bibliography, a notation needs only a shortened citation, while the rest of the source’s publication facts should be included in the bibliography. Notes that do not correspond with a bibliography must cite a work’s full publication information using a full note citation. Due to the flexibility of the Chicago Manual of Style, this handout will focus on the system that utilizes short citation endnotes in conjunction with a bibliography.

FOOTNOTES

Footnotes should be placed at the end of every sentence or clause that contains a citation. The number normally follows a quotation, whether it is run in to the text or set as an extract. The number follows any punctuation mark except for the dash. See the official style book for an example. Footnotes that correspond with a bibliography use the short citation form, which should include enough information to lead the reader to the appropriate bibliographic entry. Generally, the short form should include the author’s name, the main title of the work, and the appropriate page number(s). The abbreviation Ibid. (ibidem, “the same place”) should be used when citing information from the same author used in the note immediately preceding it. Ibid thus takes the place of the author’s name and the title of the work.

Note: Ibid. should not be used for a note that cites multiple sources and only refers to the preceding notation.

Ex:

1. Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison, Music and Social Movements, 51.

2. Ibid, 76.
SHORT FORM VS. LONG FORM FOOTNOTES

When citing a source for the first time, or when using notes without a bibliography, you must use the long form footnote which provides the author’s name, the title of the work, the source’s publication information enclosed in parentheses, and concludes with the appropriate page numbers followed by a period. Once you have cited a given source in a note, all subsequent notations may be shortened. Using the short form, you must at minimum provide the author’s last name and the appropriate page numbers, though the author’s full name and title of the work are also acceptable. Below are a series of notes as you would see in a paper following *The Chicago Manual of Style* utilizing endnotes with a bibliography. Note one below shows a long form notation, and note four shows a subsequent short form notation.

Ex:


2. Ibid, 84-86.


4. Frevert, 197.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Your bibliography should begin with the heading “Bibliography.” Bibliographic entries should include an alphabetical list of all of the sources you used in your work. Furthermore, you may include other relevant sources that you consulted but did not note in the body of your work. Entries should begin with the author’s last name first. The elements of each citation should be separated by periods and the publication facts should not be enclosed in parentheses. Do not use *ibid.* in your bibliography.

Ex:

Last name, First name. *Title of book.* City of publication: Publishing company, Year.


CITATION SAMPLES

Below are a few citation examples beginning with a bibliographic entry, followed by examples of a long and short form notation. Please consult *The Chicago Manual of Style* for more citation examples.

BOOK WITH SINGLE AUTHOR OR EDITOR
Last name, first name. *Title*. City of publication: Publishing company, Year.

1. Author’s full name, *Title* (City of publication: Publishing company, Year), Pages.


**BOOK WITH MULTIPLE AUTHORS**

Last name, first name, and 2nd author’s name. *Title*. City of publication: Publishing company, Year.

1. Author’s full name and 2nd author’s full name, *Title* (City of publication: Publishing company, Year), Pages.


4. Eyerman and Jamison, 29.

**BOOK WITH AUTHOR AND EDITOR/TRANSLATOR**

Last name, first name. *Title*. Translated by/Edited by ____. City of publication: Publishing company, Year.

1. Author’s full name, *Title*, trans./ed. by ____ (City of publication: Publishing company, Year), Pages.


**CHAPTER IN AN EDITED BOOK**


1. Author’s full name, “Title of chapter/section,” in *Title of book*, ed. by ____ (City of publication: Publishing company, Year), Pages.


9. Coon, 368.

**JOURNAL ARTICLE**

Last name, first name. “Article.” *Journal title* volume number, issue number (Year): Pages. Doi or url if article is online.

1. Author’s full name. “Article,” *Journal title* volume number, issue number (Year): Pages, doi or url if article is online.


8. Isaac, 420.